Gatsby Vocab.

Love  Careless
Lust  Accidents
Absurd  Hedonistic
exudes  Distortion
desolate  Foul
materialism  Glasses
Greedy  ferocious
delight  delicacy
New York  Violence
contradiction  Parties
Fairy's wing  White
Scene  Snobbery
Apathy  Dream
wasteland  Time
ash heaps  Love
Moth  Ghostly
Dust  Wealth
contradiction  Death
hypocritical  Infidelity
Dismal  Secrecy
Tacky  Deceit
holocaust  Illuminated
Eggs  Restless
prohibition  Luxury
Affair  Hulk
fantastic  Corruption
opulence  Desperation
moonlight  Aloof
Terrible  Sensuous
Decay  haunting
intelligence  Elusive
demeaning  Yellow
sinister  Past
fantastic  Eyes
Affair  Luxury
boot legger  Money
Cars  incurably
dissolution  Crumbling
State  Lies
eternal  Impenetrable
blindness  Allusive
Emptiness  Cloud
Marriage  Unfathomable
delight